
Think Green!
Since the beginning of the school year, the science

teacher has discussed with the pupils issues such as the
exploitation of our planet's resources, plastic pollution, air

pollution, trying to raise children's awareness of the
importance of correct separate waste collection, the

recycling of materials, the reduction of waste to save our
plane

After this first moment, an interview was administered
to the children and their families. From this interview it
appears that most of them respect the planet, adopting

eco-sustainable behavior.

Finally, the children created drawings representing the
problem of pollution and possible solutions for it

save our planet.



INTERVIEWINTERVIEW

22 October 2023

Do you have an eco-

soustainable behavior?



-Do you separate waste in your home?

-If so, what types of materials are
differentiated? (also select more

than one answer)

-What happened to the toys you no longer
use?

-What containers do your parents usually
use to bring groceries to your house?

-What happens to the previous
year's books?

-What do you do with
leftover food during a

meal?
-When buying food or
other everyday items,
do you pay attention
to the material that

contains them?

Questions

-Is there separate
waste

 collection in your
school?

-What recycling bins are there in your
school? (also select more than one

answer)
-The large amount of waste is a serious

problem for which it is worthwhile
 (also select more than one answer)



-Do you separate waste in your home?

-If so, what types of materials are
differentiated? (also select more than

one answer)



-What happened to the toys you no longer use?

-What containers do your parents usually use to
bring groceries to your house?

-What happens to the previous year's books?



-What do you do with leftover food during a meal?

-When buying food or other everyday items, do you
pay attention to the material that contains them?

-Is there separate waste
 collection in your school?



-What recycling bins are there in your school? (also
select more than one answer)

-The large amount of waste is a serious problem for
which it is worthwhile

 (also select more than one answer)














